NASDA's earth observation programs are currently using big satellites that weigh about 3 to 4 metric ton in low earth orbit. However, an accident of a big remote sensing satellite changed this strategy. Mix of medium class satellites with proven technologies is now selected while allocating some satellite resources to new technology demonstrations.
INTRODUCTION
NASDA is conducting satellite-based remote sensing activities for more than 20 years. NASDA's first remote sensing satellite is MOS-1 (Marine Observation Satellite-1) that was launched in February 19, 1987 . It weighed about 740kg. NASDA's next generation remote sensing satellite was JERS-1 (Japanese Earth Resources Satellite-1) that was launched in February 11, 1992. JERS-1 carried synthetic aperture radar (SAR). The satellite weighed about 1340kg. The third generation remote sensing satellite was ADEOS (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite) that was launched in 1996. ADEOS weighed about 3560kg and loaded various observation instruments. ADEOS's original objectives were to develop technologies for a large space platform for remote sensing and other purposes. It adopted modular design, large flexible solar array, inter-satellite communication system that were not used by NASDA's previous satellites. In order to utilize a large platform, various earth observing instruments were loaded. Instruments came not only from NASDA, but also from NASA, CNES, Ministry of Trade and Industry, and Environmental agency.
ADEOS was launched satisfactory by NASDA's H-II rocket on August 1996 and started sending various valuable data to onground researchers. However the satellite suddenly stopped its operation on June 30, 1997. ADEOS is on a Sun synchronous orbit whose height is about 800km. Satellite's periodical night and day at about 100minutes interval caused expansion and contraction of the flexible solar arrays. Inadequate design of a tension control system caused destruction of the solar arrays and the satellite stopped its operation by this accident. This accident brought brake to a growing trend of NASDA's satellite. A bigger satellite can bring larger results. However, if the satellite will be lost, the loss is quite large. Therefore, from a standpoint of avoiding big total loss, Japan's space activities commission that governs Japan's space activities advised to use a few small or medium satellites instead of single large satellite for further remote sensing satellites. ADEOS-II (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite-II) and ALOS (Advanced Land Observing Satellite) that were already under construction at that time remained large satellites. ADEOS-II weighs about 3700kg and will be launched in 2002. ALOS weighs about 4000kg and will be launched in 2003. GCOM-A1 (Global Change Observation Mission-A1) is the first satellite that adopts new policy, remote sensing by smaller or medium satellites. GCOM-A1 is a medium class satellite that weighs about 1000 to 1500kg. Its sister satellite GCOM-B1 is also a medium class satellite that is considered to be around 2000kg. Combined GCOM-A1 and GCOM-B1 will have similar number of instruments that were loaded on ADEOS and ADEOS-II. Researchers are hoping that GCOM-A1 and B1 will be launched before ADEOS-II will finish its mission. 
GCOM-A1
Mission of GCOM-A1 is to measure ozone and constituents as well as stratospheric greenhouse gases. This mission is to support the Kyoto protocol that was adopted at COP3/UNFCCC (3rd session of the conference of the parties on the framework convention on for climate change) in 1997. The protocol says reduction of greenhouse gases, especially about carbon dioxide; it requires the parties to reduce 5% below the level of year 1990 in a period of 2008 to 2012.
In order to meet above mission requirements, NASDA and the Japan's Environmental Agency are developing two instruments, ODUS (Ozone Dynamics Ultraviolet Spectrometer) and SOFIS (Solar Occultation Fourier-transform spectrometer on Inclined-orbit Satellite). SOFIS needs to be mounted on an inclined orbit satellite instead of a sun synchronous orbit satellite. Most of other instruments prefer the Sun synchronous orbit. ADEOS's accident and SOFIS's mission requirement divided an originally planned large earth observation satellite that was tentatively named ADEOS-III into two satellites, one in an inclined orbit (GCOM-A1) and the other in the Sun synchronous orbit (GCOM-B1).
An idea to divide ADEOS-III into GCOM-A1 and GCOM-B1 is based on an idea to use proven satellite technologies of ADEOS and ADEOS-II. Mission instruments are generally being upgraded in each mission. However, from a standpoint of cost saving and assuring successful mission, satellite platform will use same or similar components that were used on ADEOS/ADEOS-II/ALOS. This decision means GCOM-A1/B1 will not be small satellite below 1000kg, since those components are designed to be used by a few metric ton satellite. However against this decision that was made by engineers, questions were given from management; whether division of ADEOS-III into two satellites is best solution or not, how to launch a medium class satellite into an inclined orbit, isn't it necessary to develop and verify new technologies even by a remote sensing satellite that successful mission completion is highly required, and others.
In order to study on these questions, a 90-days-study team was organized by staf fs of not only the earth observation office but also of the satellite systems, and the research and development.
The team conducted following studies in 90days and reported its findings to NASDA's president.
• re-assurance of mission requirements of GCOM, • merit/demerit of dividing GCOM satellite into two or more satellites, • selection of launcher, • harmonization with NASDA's satellite technology development strategy (harmonization of mission oriented satellite and technology development). Findings of the team are as follows.
• GCOM-A1's mission to measure ozone and other constituents is important and worth to conduct considering the Kyoto protocol.
• To develop mission-oriented satellite, using proven technologies for satellite platform is adequate decision. However, even such a satellite should allocate some of its resources to new technologies under a condition that the new technologies will not be used at mission critical points.
• Division of ADEOS-III into GCOM-A1/B1 is appropriate. Division into further number of satellites will bring higher const and will not necessarily provide lower program risk.
• H-IIA rocket will be used to launch GCOM-A1. A new technology experiment/demonstration satellite or other satellite will use remaining payload capability. NASDA's earth observation satellite program based on the above findings is shown in Fig.4 . ADEOS-II will be launched next year. NASDA is now conducting the phase-A work of GCOM-A1 and the pre-phase-A work of GCOM-B1. 
